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Recently a variety of mesoporous materials have attracted a
great deal of attention because of their controllable structures and
compositions, which make them suitable for wide applications
in catalysis, environmental cleanup, and advanced materials
design.1-4 The understanding of the mechanism relating to
surfactant-templated reaction should ultimately lead to a more
rational approach to the synthesis of mesoporous materials. There
have been a number of models proposed to explain the formation
of mesoporous materials and to provide a rational basis for various
synthesis routes; for example, some publications have reported
that MCM-48 or lamellar mesoporous materials were synthesized
via the phase transformation from MCM-41,4,5-9 and that the
lamellar mesophase was transformed to MCM-486 or MCM-4110

mesophases. Relatively few verification methods and experimental
results, however, are available for explaining the mechanism of
the synthesis of mesoporous meaterials.

We have already solved the three-dimensional structure of
SBA-1 with a space group ofPm3hn by electron crystallography3a,b

and reported that high-quality cubicPm3hn mesoporous materials
showed a highly isotropic morphology having 54 or more crystal
faces.11 Here we report that the initially generated mesophase is
not cubic and that transformation of the once-formed hexagonal
mesophase into the cubic phase occurs; the rate of transformation

is greatly affected by the structure of trimethylbenzene (TMB)
isomers and their content. The scanning electron microscope
(SEM) and high-resolution transmission electron microscope
(HRTEM) images observation presented visible evidence for the
mesostructural constructions, indicating an epitaxial transformation
from hexagonalp6mmto cubicPm3hn mesophase.

Mesoporous molecular sieves were synthesized using cetyltri-
ethylammonium bromide (CTEABr) as the surfactant, tetraethyl
orthosilicate (TEOS) as a silica source and TMBs (1,3,5-TMB,
1,2,4-TMB, and 1,2,3-TMB) as cosolvent (COS). The molar
composition of the reaction mixture was 0.13:1:2.5:125:x CTE-
ABr:TEOS:HCl:H2O:COS, wherex was varied in the range of
0-0.39. The mixture was allowed to react at 0°C under static
conditions for desired times. The resultant white precipitates were
filtered and dried at 100°C overnight.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of as-synthesized materials
produced with 1,2,3-TMB/CTEABr) 0.3 and 0.5 (molar ratio)
are shown in Figure 1, a and b, respectively. XRD patterns were
recorded using an MX Labo powder diffractometer equipped with
Cu KR radiation (40 kV, 20 mA) at the rate of 1.0° min-1 over
the range of 2θ ) 1.5-10.0°. The mesophases originating from
the same initial mixture were sampled at different reaction times
between 1 and 24 h. The materials synthesized for 4 h with 1,2,3-
TMB/CTEABr ) 0.3 (Figure 1a) showed the three peaks 10, 11,
and 20, based on the hexagonal system, and when the synthesis
was conducted to 5.5-6.5 h, three peaks in the range of 2θ )
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Figure 1. XRD patterns of as-synthesized materials synthesized with
1,2,3-TMB addition at 0°C for various times. Synthesis molar composi-
tion: 1:0.13:5:125:x TEOS:CTEABr:HCl:H2O: 1,2,3-TMB. 1,2,3-TMB/
CTEABr ) (a) 0.3 and (b) 0.5.

Figure 2. SEM images of the samples shown in Figure 1a. (a) 4 h, (b1)
and (b2) 5.5 h, (c) 10 h and (d) 24 h.
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1.5-3.5° started to appear at the expense of the hexagonal phase
peaks, which cannot be indexed to any mesophase, however. It
might be estimated that these samples consisted of two types of
mesophases. The three peaks of the samples obtained after 8-24
h were indexed to a set of cubic phase peaks 200, 210, and 211,
indicating that the hexagonal mesophase was formed at first, and
converted to the cubicPm3hn mesophase through the intermediate
mixture state. As will be discussed later, the products sampled at
4 h and during 8-24 h were confirmed by EM observations to
show p6mmand Pm3hn phases, respectively. It is interesting to
note that the 10 reflection of hexagonal mesophase appears to
transform into the 211 reflection of cubic mesophase, which
suggests a geometric correlation between the (10) planes of
hexagonal phase and the (211) planes of the cubic mesophase,
which was confirmed by HRTEM images later. In contrast, the
hexagonal mesophase was not transformed to the cubic mesophase
even after 4 days for the synthesis with 1,2,3-TMB/CTEABr)
0.5 added.

The phase transformation also occurred without any cosolvent;
in the early stage the hexagonal phase was formed, but very
rapidly the cubic phase evolved. The phase transformation rate
was slowed with addition of TMBs, whose isomeric structure
affected the rate of transformation. The hexagonal mesophase was
transformed to the cubic mesophase even with 1,3,5-TMB/
CTEABr ) 4 added, and 1,2,4-TMB gave an intermediate effect
on the phase transformation, indicating that the effects of
stabilizing the hexagonalp6mm phase were decreased in the
following order: 1,2,3-TMB> 1,2,4-TMB > 1,3,5-TMB.

The driving force for this transformation seems to be polym-
erization of the silica species during the synthesis. Silica
condensation causes the positive charge density of the silicate
network to decrease.4a,5-10 To maintain charge matching in the
interface, the organic surfactants pack to form a high surface
curvature so that the transformation to thePm3hn cubic phase
occurs. Apolar compound 1,3,5-TMB tends to be associated with
the hydrophobic part of the surfactant micelle. The penetration
of the cosolvent molecules increases the hydrophobic volume,
favoring thep6mmphase with the low surface curvature and
retarding the transformation. Asymmetrically substituted 1,2,3-
TMB can enter the hydrophobic-hydrophilic “palisade” region
of the micelle, resulting in a relatively large increase in the volume
of the hydrophobic core to form surfactant molecule aggregates
with a lower curvature surface.4a For the 1,2,3-TMB/CTEABr)
0.5 system, the driving force of silica polymerization might not
be sufficient to increase the curvature to cause the phase
transformation.

The phase transformation in the synthesis with 1,2,3-TMB/
CTEABr ) 0.3 can be observed clearly from SEM (Figure 2)

and HRTEM images (Figure 3). It was confirmed by EM
observations that the material sampled at 4 h was two-dimensional
(2d) hexagonal, and the HREM image exhibited a uniform
hexagonal arrangement of bright dots corresponding to the straight
channels (Figure 3a).

It can be seen that the product sampled at 10 h consisted almost
entirely of spherical particles (Figure 2c), which grew into crystal
with 54 and 74 faces gradually when the synthesis was conducted
up to 24 h (Figure 2d). We have already reported that the cubic
phase having 54 crystal faces exhibits perfect HRTEM images
characteristic of cubicPm3hn space group.11 The HRTEM image
(Figure 3c) for〈010〉 incidence revealed regular periodicity over
very large areas, and this clearly indicated that the particle is a
single crystal with a well-ordered mesostructure. The material
sampled at 10 h with spherical shapes proved to consist of perfect
single crystals ofPm3hn space group as in the case of the particles
having 54 and 74 crystal faces.11

The sample synthesized for 5.5 h comprised particles with two
types of dominant morphologies as shown in Figure 2, b1 and b2.
One of these had the form of spheres that were observed in the
sample synthesized for 10 h (Figure 2c), and the other exhibited
the morphology of larger, irregular monoliths observed for the
sample synthesized for 4 h (Figure 2a). It was estimated that the
spheres and the monoliths corresponded to cubic and hexagonal
mesophase, respectively. It can be even observed that the spherical
shapes started to emerge on some monolith particles. These
particular morphologies suggest that the one type of crystalline
mesophases grew up on the other. The corresponding HRTEM
image (Figure 3b) also showed two types of distinct mesophase
patterns. The one was the typical hexagonalp6mmarray of (10)
plane, which was confirmed by tilting the specimen, and the other
was thePm3hn cubic arrangement of{211} plane. These cor-
responded to irregular and spherical parts of the particles observed
in Figure 2b2, respectively. Theses findings suggest that the{211}
plane of cubic phase was formed via the topological changes
involving silica restructuring along the cylinder axis of hexagonal
phase. XRD patterns, SEM images, and HRTEM images showed
that phase transformation proceeded with time from 2d-hexagonal
to 3d-cubicPm3hn phase through epitaxial growth of the cubic
mesophase on the hexagonal mesophase.
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Figure 3. HREM images of the samples shown in Figure 2. (a) 4 h, (b) 5.5 h, (c) 10 h.
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